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MEMORANDUM 

TO: Public Safety and Services Oversight Commission 

FROM: Peter Kim, Interim Director, Department of Violence Prevention 

DATE: January 28, 2019 

SUBJECT: DVP update 

The purpose of this memo is to update the Safety and Services Oversight Commission on 

progress of the Department of Violence Prevention (DVP).   

As background, in July 2017, the City Council created the Department of Violence Prevention 

(DVP) with the desire to better align, amplify and elevate Oakland’s violence prevention efforts. 

The City Administrator is charged with its implementation. The mission of the DVP is to work 

directly with victims of violent crime - and those who are most likely to be future victims or 

perpetrators of violent crime - to dramatically reduce violent crime and to serve communities 

impacted by violence to end the cycle of trauma. The DVP shall pursue a public health 

approach to violence prevention and will focus on the successful implementation of 

community-led violence prevention and intervention strategies to realize sustained safety and 

stability of the communities most-impacted by violence. 

In June 2018, the City engaged Urban Strategies Council to coordinate and facilitate a robust 

and inclusive citywide community stakeholder engagement and convening process, including a 

community-based Participatory Research component, that will culminate in a community 

leadership summit. The themes and recommendations that come out of the Participatory 

Research process and community leadership summit will further inform the planning and 

implementation of DVP strategic planning and operations. 

Attached is a PowerPoint presentation (Attachment A) that was delivered to Life Enrichment 

Committee (LEC) on 1/15/19 by David Harris, President of Urban Strategies Council (USC), that 

offers a status report on the Participatory Research process and community leadership summit, 

including a presentation on the highlights from the quantitative and qualitative data analyses 

completed thus far and initial findings.  For a video of that LEC meeting including Mr. Harris’ 

full presentation, visit http://oakland.granicus.com/player/clip/3048?view_id=2 (begins at 58:05). 

USC will complete its first report of quantitative findings and landscape analysis by the end of 

January 2019, and complete its second report of qualitative findings, including data from the 

Participatory Research interviews and focus groups by the end of February 2019.  The 

culminating Community Leadership summit is now projected to take place in the Spring, 

potentially after the Chief of Violence Prevention has been selected and hired. 

Attachment 4

http://oakland.granicus.com/player/clip/3048?view_id=2



